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Graph theoretic techniques in algebraic geometry II: construction of
singular complex surfaces of the rational cohomology type of CP2

Lawrence Brenton,* Daniel Drucker and Geert C. E. Prins

Abstraci. Methods of graph theory are used to obtain rational projective surfaces with only rational
double points as singularises and with rational cohomology rings isomorphic to that of the complex
projective plane. Uniqueness results for such cohomology CP2's and for rational and intégral
homology CP2's are given in terms of the types Ak, Dk, or Ek oi singularises allowed by the
construction.

This paper continues our discussion [4] of the use of graph theoretic methods
in the construction of compact projective algebraic surfaces with rational sing-
ularities. In [4] we were concerned with complex spaces which compactify affine
2-space C2. The purpose of the présent work is to apply similar techniques to
provide examples of, and to classify according to singularity type, certain singular
complex projective surfaces which hâve the same rational cohomology ring as the
complex projective plane CP2. Our main resuit is:

THEOREM 1. For each of the following twelve 8-point Dynkin diagrams F
there exists a complète rational complex projective algebraic surface of the rational
cohomology type of CP2 whose singularities are precisely the rational double points
associated to the components of F: A8, D8, JB8, A7 + Au E-j + A^ £6+A2,

3, A4 + A4, D4 + D4, As + A2 + Al9 D6+A1 + A1, and A

Introduction

In an earlier paper ([2]), methods of the classical geometry of algebraic
surfaces were applied to questions of existence and uniqueness of complex spaces
of the homotopy or cohomology type of CP2. Although there is an error in the
examples of [2] (corrected in [3]), the main resuit of [2] gives the uniqueness
resuit below. The statement of the resuit requires a bit of terminology. A compact

* Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant no. MCS 77-03540.
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40 L BRENTON, D DRUCKER, AND G C E PRINS

complex surface X is a rational homology CP2 if Vi,

Q fori 0,2,4
otherwise

X is a rational cohomology CP2 if there is a natural ring isomorphism H*
(X, Z) -? H^CP2, Z), where H* means H*/(Torsion subgroup). "Natural"
means that the isomorphism préserves the duals of the homology class of a point
and of the entire space, regarded respectively as oriented 0- and 4-cycles.

THEOREM 2 ([2], Theorem 6). Let Xbe a compact two-dimensional complex
analytic space whose singularises are rational double points. Suppose further that X
is a rational homology CP2 and that H2(X, Z) is generated by an effective analytic
divisor. Then X is a rational projective algebraic surface. Indeed, one of the

following holds:
(a) X is biholomorphic to CP2 (<£>X is non-singular).
(b) X is biholomorphic to the singular complex quadratic cône

(c) For some integer n with 3 < n < 8, X is derived from CP2 by the successive

application of n monoidal point transformations, followed by the blowing down of
precisely n non-singular rational curves having self-intersection -2. In this case, the

cohomology ring structure is determined by the fact that g2 9-n, where g is a

gênerator of H2(X, Z) Z. X is a rational cohomology CP2 exactly when n 8.

Note: It was mistakenly supposed in [2] that for n 8 thèse spaces are in fact
homotopy équivalent to CP2. This error is rectified in [3]. The necessity of the
condition "H2(X, Z) is generated by an effective divisor" was recently shown by
Mumford in [9], where an example is presented of a rational cohomology CP2

which is a non-singular projective surface of gênerai type.
Following the algorithm of (c), examples of cohomology CP2's were constructed

in [2]. The détails of the method are as follows. For some integer m ^ 8, start with
m projective Unes L, on CP2 and blow up 8 points, possibly including infinitely
near points, on C= U™=11^. Call the resulting surface X and let p:X—»CP2 be

the map inverse to the monoidal transformations. Suppose that among the m + 8

components C, of the curve p"x(C)c:X there are precisely 8 that together
comprise the exceptional set for the minimal resolution of one or more of the
classical rational double points (that is, each of the 8 C, in question satisfies

Cf —2 and the dual intersection graph is the disjoint union of one or more of
the Dynkin diagrams Ak, Dk, or Ek), while the remaining C, are exceptional of
the first kind (non-singular rational with C2 -l). Then the unique normal
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analytic space X obtained from X by collapsing each of the connectée! compo-
nents of the union of thèse 8 C, separately to a point will satisfy the conditions of
the theorem and will hâve the rational cohomology type of CP2.

At the time that [2] was written it was not known how many différent
constructions of this type were possible nor what combinations of singular points
the resulting surfaces could hâve. A priori there are 39 différent graphs with 8

vertices and with components of the form Ak, Dk, or Ek, but not ail 39 occur. To
discover which of the 39 occur and which do not is the "thankless task"
mentioned in [2], page 429. This question has assumed new interest with récent
work of Ronald Fintushel on rational cohomology CP2's which are singular
4-manifolds, each singularity being the cône on a rational homology 3-sphere.
Considered as topological spaces, the surfaces X of type (c) constructed as above
are certainly such objects - indeed, they are singular 4-manifolds with singularities
of the required type which in* addition support a complex analytic structure.

In this paper we will give the complète list of ail rational cohomology CP2's that
can arise by this construction.

THEOREM 3. Let X be a rational cohomology CP2 constructed by the above

technique. Then X has at most 4 singular points xx. Let F U^ be the disjoint
union of the Dynkin diagrams associated to the xt and let det (F) be the déterminant
of the Cartan matrix associated to F. Then det (F) is the square of an integer less

than or equal to 8. Conversely, for each S-point graph F=fcD4 + 2A2 with 4 or fewer
components, each a Dynkin diagram of type Ak, Dk, or Ek, and with det (F) j2 for
some integer /^8, at least one such space X exists. Explicitly, the graphs F
satisfying thèse conditions are the 12 listed in Theorem 1 above.

The method of proof is purely graph theoretical, but at several important
points the graph theory sheds light on matters of topological and géométrie
interest as well. We thank Paul Catlin, Daniel Frohardt, Peter Malcolmson, and
the other participants of the Wayne State University Graph Theory Seminar
(April, 1979) for valuable conversations about thèse ideas.

Preliminaries

By a hypergraph on a set V of m distinct vertices vl9.. .9vm we mean a

System V, F) where F is a set of non-empty subsets (called edges) of V. A graph
is a hypergraph in which each edge has cardinality 2. A singleton edge {vt} is
pictured as a loop at vx. In this paper however, we will deal only with hypergraphs
that hâve no singleton edges. Edges of cardinality k>2 will be indicated by the
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symbol • ¦ * - - » If a hypergraph F has no singleton edges and in addition
satisfies the condition that for each pair of distinct vertices vl9 v} there exists a

unique edge SeF with vl9 v, e S, then F will be called minimally complète. For
example, the minimally complète hypergraphs on 4 vertices are

A, A and

A weighted hypergraph is a hypergraph in which each vertex vx is assigned an

integer "weight" n,.

If F is a weighted hypergraph on m vertices vl9 with weight n, on i\, the
intersection matrix of F is the m by m square symmetric matrix (alJ) where alJ

equals n, if ï=j, —1 if i^j and some élément of F contains {vt, u,}, and 0

otherwise. By the déterminant (respectively, trace) of F (abbreviated det(F),
tr (F)), we shall mean the déterminant (trace) of the intersection matrix. Note that
the trace is just the sum YT~i n, of the weights.

Now let Y be an algebraic surface and let C UI^=i Q be a curve on Y whose

components Q meet transversally with Q meeting C, in at most one point
whenever i^ j. By the dual intersection hypergraph associated toCcYwe mean
the weighted hypergraph on m vertices vl9...9vm defined by {vtl,..., t\}e F$>

CHf\- - -nClk^0, with weight -C? on vt. (We use the négatives of the self-
intersection numbers to avoid having to alternate the signs of the déterminants
with successive monoidal transformations - see below.) A hypergraph F is called
(complex) projective planar if it is dual to a collection of projective Unes on CP2. A
projective planar hypergraph is necessarily minimally complète, reflecting the fact
that any two lines on the projective plane meet in exactly one point.

Let F be a weighted hypergraph on vertices vl9..., vm with weight ^ on vi9

and for S ={uil,..., vk} an edge of F define a new hypergraph crs(F) on m 4-1

vertices vl9...f b

with weights 1 on i>m+i, n, 4-1 on u, if vt e S, and ^ on vt if vx£ S, i ^ m. Similarly,
if vt is a vertex of F, dénote by <rVi(F) the hypergraph on vl9..., vm+l defined by

with weights 1 on vm+i, r^ +1 on vh and n^ on vt for j£ i, m 4-1. Thèse opérations
are dual to the monoidal transformation for non-singular curves meeting transversally

on an algebraic surface. The opération crs (respectively, a^) is called the
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a-process centered at S (resp., ty), and applying as (resp., aVi) to F is called

"blowing up" the edge S (resp., the vertex vt). Any hypergraph can be trans-
formed into a graph by blowing up ail of its edges of cardinality fe>2. If
S ={1^,..., vik} is an edge of F of cardinality Je, then tr(os(F)) tr (JT) + fc + l,
since each of the k weights n^, j 1,..., k, is raised by 1 and a new vertex um+1 of
weight 1 is inserted, while the other weights remain the same. Similarly,
tr(aVi(r))==tr(.T) + 2. Finally, we remind the reader of the Dynkin diagrams
(Coxeter graphs)

Ak: •—»—... —# k 1, 2,...

Dk: •—i- _* fc=4, 5,... ,and

_ k 6,7, or 8

(ail weights are 2). Thèse are the graphs associated to the fundamental root
Systems of the simple complex Lie algebras sI(fc + l,C), o(2fc,C), ek(cf., eg., [8],
§§1, 11). They are also the weighted dual intersection graphs of the exceptional
curves appearing in the minimal resolutions of the double points

Ak: x2 xk+1 + y2, Dk: z^x^ + xy2, E6: z2 x4 + y3,

E7: 22 x3y + y3, E8: z2 x5 + y3.

Thèse are the only two-dimensional hypersurface singularities xeX which are
rational (JR1^©^ vanishes at x for tt.X—>X a resolution - see Artin [1]). They
are precisely the singularities of the form C2/G where G is a finite subgroup of
SL(2, C) (namely, a cyclic group or a binary dihedral, tetrahedral, octahedral, or
icosahedral group). Indeed, much attention has been directed toward understand-
ing the relations among the various settings in which thèse graphs occur (see

especially [10], [5], and [7]).
The déterminants of thèse graphs are det (Ak) fe 4-1, det(Dk) 4, and

det(Ek) 9-fc. This can be verified directly, or by the method of [6], or by
Computing the quotients G/G' for G c SL(2, C) the appropriate Kleinian group,
where G' is the commutator subgroup of G. Since G/G' is also the first homology
group of a spherical neighborhood of the associated rational double point, thèse
déterminants hâve topological significance in the construction of the complex
surfaces X.
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The main resuit

The problem of constructing rational homology and cohomology CP2's by the
technique described in the introduction reduces to the following question. Let n
be an integer <8, and let Fo be a projective planar hypergraph on m vertices,

m<n, with each vertex of weight -1. Perform n successive cr-processes on Fo in
such a way that the final hypergraph F an(F0) has m vertices of weight 1 and n
vertices - including the m original ones-of weight 2. Require further that the
sub-hypergraph F of f obtained by deleting ail the vertices of weight 1 and ail the
edges adjoining them be the disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams of the form Ak,
Dk, or Ek. In how many ways can this be done?

The complète solution is contained in the fkst 51 rows of the following table.
The last 3 rows show the only 3 examples which satisfy every condition except
complex projective planarity of the initial hypergraph. That is, thèse represent
solutions to the dual graph theoretic problem for minimally complète hyper-
graphs, but do not translate into the géométrie construction. In the last column
the rational cohomology type of the resulting space X is given. By Sp j 3, 4,...,
we mean the singular complex rational surface obtained by collapsing to a point
the zéro section of the CP1-bundle on CP1 with Chern class -/ (S2 the singular
quadric surface Q2,, S^CP2). Thèse are the prototypical homology CP2's with
cohomology ring structure given by g2 /, for g a generator of H*(X, Z). In the
final graphs the (proper transforms of) the original vertices are denoted by the
symbol H.

The next section will be devoted to justifying the table. Note that Theorems 1

and 3 follow from the table. That is, in the 31 rows of the table which represent
cohomology CP2's, the distinct Dynkin diagrams that appear are exactly the 12

listed in Theorem 1. To check the characterization in terms of déterminants
(Theorem 3) it is sufficient to calculate the déterminants of the twelve 8-point
Dynkin diagrams that appear in the table and the 27 which do not. (Recall that in
ail there are thirty-nine 8-point graphs with components of type Ak, Dk, or Ek.)
Note that, except for A7 + Aly each of the disconnected diagrams which appear
consists of two disjoint graphs F' and F" (not necessarily connected) with
det (JT) det (JT). Thus det(F) is the square (det(F'))2. (The "missing" graph
D4 + 2A2 does not hâve this property, although its déterminant is the square of an

integer <8 and it has 4 or fewer components.)
Proof of the main resuit. To justify the table, we must détermine ail initial

hypergraphs f0, and for each Fo, ail séquences of n ^ 8 blow-ups permitted by the
conditions on the final hypergraph f, as given in the first paragraph of the
previous section.

First we note that since each of the original vertices of Fo becomes part of the
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2
Table for the construction of rational homology (EP 's

Final graph Smgularities Déterminant Cohomology type

Initial hypergraph •

A2+Al

.r..
m • •

¦. r «—*—#-

Initial hypergraph

-4B- 2A1
16
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Initial hypergraph •—• (continuée)

Y
a—è—•—• g—•—•

r. -

• # # a

r_..-é—S—{g—• ?—•

A + A 12 S
5 l 3

•—•—•—m A5 + Ai 12 S3
-3l ^ \ 7s

|g • m • 3A 27 S,X«-3kX 2 3

y
7

D6 + Al 8 Qo°

A + A 18 Q2

D8
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Initial hypergraph •—• (continued)

r m

47

i a. -x a
S E7+Al

r»—•—i—@—»—«—«

r -.1'. -lue*—•—•

E6+A2

Initial hypergraph A

27

18
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Initial hypergraph A (continuée)

18

32

•Or E6+A2

E6+A2
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Initial hypergraph / \ (continued)

A7+Al 16

49

A7+Al 16

16

36

Initial hypergraph

32
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Initial hypergraph (continuée!)

16

<r" 16

Initial hypergraph A

D5+A3 16

2À, 25

2A7 25
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Initial hypergraph

32

32

A7+Âl 16

16

16

l 0.

16
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(continuée!)

2D, 16

2D, 16

16

Initial hypergraph

2A, 25 -

36

Initial hypergraph

36
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Initial hypergraph

64

Initial hypergraph

7A 128 Does not occur over Œ

D + 3A_ 64
4 1

Does not occur over

Initial hypergraph

4AO 81 Does not occur over
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graph F<^f9 ail of the multiple edges of Fo must be blown up. Furthermore, Fo

can hâve no edges of cardinality greater than 3. For if S {uh,..., vlk} is an edge
of Fo with fc >4, then <rs(ro) contains k vertices vh of weight 0 with no two in an

edge of crs(F0), and thèse k vertices must hâve weight 2 in the final graph F. Thus
each vh must be at the center of 2 more blow-ups, neither of which can involve vtl

for lj=j. This makes a total of at least 1 + 2fc > 8 blow-ups, violating the restriction
n<8.

Using the fact that in a minimally complète hypergraph each pair of triple edges
shares at most 1 vertex, the following lemma is quite easy to check case by case.

SUBLEMMA. The maximum number e of triple edges in a minimally complète

hypergraph on m points, l<m<8, is as follows:

m — 1,2 e 0

m 3,4 e l
m=5 e=2

Furthermore, the minimally complète hypergraphs realizing thèse maxima are

unique up to isomorphism.

Let x, y, and z dénote the number of 3-edges, 2-edges, and vertices blown up
in passing from Fo to F. Then x4-y4-z n<8, and the traces satisfy tr (F)
tr(F0) + 4x43y + 2z=tr(F0)42n42x + y. Since tr(F0) -m (m vertices, each
with weight -1) and tr (F) 2n 4- m (n vertices of weight 2, m vertices of weight
1) we obtain 2n 4- m -m 4-2n 4-2x 4- y, or

m 6

m=7
m 8

e=4
6=7
c 8

We want to détermine ail possibilities for Fo and the triple (x, y, z).

Case 1. x 0, m y/2<4. Fo, having no triple edges, is the complète graph
Km on m points (1 < m ^4), and y 2m. If m 1, of course z cannot be zéro, for
Kx has no edge to be blown up. Likewise ifm=2(Oy 4) then z ^ 0 since it is

impossible to insert 4 new vertices by <r-processes into the lone edge of K2 without
increasing the weight of one of the vertices to more than 2. Thus the possible
initial hypergraphs and their triples (x, y, z) are in this case:

Fo (x, y, z)

Kt (0,2,z),l<z<6
K2 (0,4,z),l<z<4
K3 (0,6,z),0<z<2
K4 (0, 8, 0).

Case 2. x 1, m (y/2) 4-1 < 4. Since Fo has a triple edge, m must be at least 3,
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so the only choices for Fo are

edge of «a

and Utk If m 3, y 4. After the triple

Vis blown up to obtain j i at most one of the three 2-edges

o

can be blown up, and no weight can be added to the other two original vertices

except by blowing them up. Thus z>2 in this case. The possibilities are

r0 (x, y, z)

œ (M'2)
(1,4,3)

(1,6,0)

(1,6,1)

Case 3. x 2, m (y/2) + 2 <5. By the sublemma, m >4. Thus m 5, y 6,
and Fo is the unique minimally complète hypergraph on 5 points with 2 triple
edges.

A> (x, y, z)

(2,6,0)

Case 4. x 3, m (y/2)+ 3 < 5. By the sublemma, this cannot occur.

Case 5. x 5, m (y/2) + 4<6. The sublemma gives m 6, whence y =4.

Fo (x, y, z)

(4,4,0)

Case 6. x 5, m (y/2) + 4<6. This, too, is impossible by the sublemma.

Cases 7, 8, and 9 similarly give the following possibilities

r0 (x, y, z)

(6,2,0)

(the unique minimally
complète hypergraph on
7 points with 6 triple
edges)
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(7,0,0)

(7,0,1)

(the Fano projective
plane P2(Z2))

(8, 0, 0)

It is easy to verify directly that the first 9 candidates for Fo on this list are

complex projective planar and that the last 2 are not. For instance, the hyper-
graph

is dual to the collection
of projective Unes

(The 7-point graph of Fano and the 8-point graph do, however, occur over fields
of characteristic 2 and 3 respectively. This phenomenon will be explored in part
III of this séries of papers.)

From hère, an easy but tedious exhaustion of cases yields the possible final
graphs f for each pair (Fo, (x, y, z)). We will give one example to illustrate the
technique.

(2,6,0)

After blowing up the 2 triple edges we obtain the weighted graph

where v6 and v7 are the new vertices inserted by blowing up the triples {vl9 v3, v4}

and {v2, v3, v5} respectively. Since no vertices can be blown up (z 0), the only
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way to raise the weight of v3 is by blowing up one of the two edges to which it
belongs. By symmetry we may suppose that {vu v6} is blown up.

Consider the subgraph F In the 5 remaining cr-processes sup-

o
2 4 o

pose that y' edges of F are blown up, together with z'<5-y' "vertices" of F'
(i.e., edges of one of the graphs ak(ro), 3 < k < 3 + y' which contain only 1 of the
vertices vl9 v2, v49 and vs). Since the weight of each vertex of F' must be raised by
2, 2y' + z' 8. The only solutions are

(A) y' 3,z' 2, and (B) y' 4, z' 0.

Case (B) cannot occur, for after blowing up each edge of F' we obtain the dead
end

in which no further blow-ups of edges are possible. In case (A), by symmetry we
may suppose that {vl9 v5}, {v2, v4}, and {v4, v5} are blown up.

<r6(r0):
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The remaining edge {vu v~} of F' cannot be blown up, no edge of cr6(F0) can
be subdivided twice, and v2 can be involved in only one more blow-up, so it is

clear that the remaining 2 cr-processes must blow up {vl9 v9} and either {v2, v10} or
{v2, v7}. The resulting final graphs are

2 2

and

Thèse are lines 49 and 48 of the table, and, up to the order in which the 8

cr-processes are performed, thèse are the only permissible constructions with an
initial hypergraph on 5 points.

The other 52 lines of the table are derived similarly. This complètes the proof.
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